Press release of 12th January 2022

LITTLE SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING CHAMPIONS’ STEPS
10 DAYS TO SKIRI TROPHY XCOUNTRY

22nd and 23rd January, the ‘mini world championship’ on Lago di Tesero’s track
Nicoletta Nones and her staff assure a safe event
On Saturday 22nd competitions for U10-U12 and Revival, on Sunday U14 and U16
Val di Fiemme remarks its central role in narrow-skis big events 


Some years ago, many champions of today were leaving their home in order to take part to what once was Topolino Trophy, today Skiri Trophy XCountry. As for the ‘home’ athlete Francesco De Fabiani, who got a second place, in the same exact spot he was competing just a few days ago for the Tour de Ski.
On that very same track of the Tour and of the next Winter Olympic Games of 2026, the future narrow-skis champions are the protagonists of the competitions coming up in 10 days. On Saturday 22nd races for U10 and U12 take place, on Sunday 23rd is time for U14 and U16. 
The event coordinator, Nicoletta Nones, together with her staff assure a safe event, following all anti-Covid rules, all participants will be ‘FFP2 masked’ and in possession of a negative Covid swab before starting. At the end of the first day of competitions, GS Castello proposes once again the Skiri Trophy Revival, a race dedicated to those athletes born not after 2005 who have already taken part to the Trophy.
2022 will see the brand new Skiri-Minimarcia, a combined ranking that will award the winners for each category summing the final times for Skiri Trophy and MiniMarciaGranParadiso, this taking place in Cogne (Aosta, IT) on 5th and 6th February 2022.
The 38th edition of the Skiri Trophy XCountry finds itself in a rich calendar of great events for Val di Fiemme, that just saw passing the Tour de Ski and the Nordic Combined World Cup. Now it is time for the little cross-country skiers to light up the cross-country stadium of Lago di Tesero. The end of this rippling month is for Marcialonga, on 30th January. 
Registrations to Skiri Trophy XCountry are open online on the official website and the mascot Skiri cannot wait to hug again his little squirrels: move on, there’s no time to lose!

Info: www.skiritrophy.com




